Motivation
• Retail consumers might substitute if their initial choice is out of stock -Retailer's inventory decisions should account for substitution effect
• Consumers' final choice depends on what he/she sees available "on the shelf".
-In most previous models demand is independent of inventory levels.
• Contribution of this paper: 
Model Formulation
• Profit function:
h j (x,w) = sales of variant j given x and w.
• Retailer's objective:
• Recursive formulation:
-System function:
-Sales-to-go: -Border conditions:
Mahajan and van Ryzin: "Stocking Retail Assortments Under Dynamic Consumer Substitution" -Lemma: if max{h(z,q): zoeS} has at least one solution for every q oe Q, then the largest maximizer z * (q) is nonincreasing in q.
Structural Properties
• Theorem 1:
The function h j (z·e j + q,w) satisfies:
(a) Concavity in z for all w.
(b) Decreasing differences in (z,q) for all w.
• Corollary 1:
(a) A base-stock level is optimal for maximizing the component-wise profits.
(b) The component-wise optimal base-stock level for j is nonincreasing in x i (i≠j). independent of stock on hand.
2. Pooled Newsboy: customers freely substitute among all available variants.
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Numerical Experiments
• Assumptions:
-T~Poisson(30).
-Q t~e xp(1).
• Example 1:
-Assume MNL utilities:
-Equal cost and prices.
-Result from van Ryzin and Mahajan: assume v 1 ≥v 2 ≥…≥v , the n optimal assortment is a set A k ={1,2,…,k} with k=1,…,n.
-Simulation: profit within ±1% with 95% confidence.
-Several starting points tested. 
Numerical Experiments
• Example 2: -Two variants: variant 1 less popular but with high margin, and variant 2 more popular but lower margin.
-Sample Path Gradient policy induces customers to "upgrade" to the highmargin variant.
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